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Introduction

k

g

The performances of the HI liquid argon calorimeter modules for the energy measurements and identification of electrons are
studied with test data taken at CERN in the energy range 5 to 166 GeV. Various electron identification estimators exploiting global
or detailed shower characteristics are studied and compared . The usage of impact position measurements is also discussed. A best
combination of robust shower estimators leads typically to Tr-misidentification probabilities in the range 1.5 to 5.0X 10-3 at 30 GeV

for 95% electron detection efficiency . This further reduces to _ 10-4 for these pions to be misidentified as electrons below 25

GeV.

The lead/stainless steel-liquid argon (LAr) calorim-
eter [1] of the H1 experiment [2] at the HERA ep
collider is finely segmented to optimally recognize and

measure electromagnetic (e.m .) showers. Some of the

calorimeter modules were tested in their final designs



2. Experimental set-up
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at CERN in 1989-1990 in an energy range not unlike
that of the scattered electrons in deep inelastic scatter-
ing events at HERA. The aim was to derive energy
calibration functions for electrons [31, hadrons and jets
[4] and to study electron/ hadron separation . Some
early results concerning e/ ,rr separation were discussed
in ref. [5] . Here, we present our complete results on
e/ , rr separation performances studied for four module
configurations .

The test set-up, module configurations and data
sets are presented in sections 2 to 4. The analysis and
results are presented in section 5 . Section 5.1 intro-
duces a simple clustering algorithm which determines
the measurement envelopes for electron-induced show-
ers and electron isolation. The linearity and resolutions
for electron energy measurements and the e/-rr separa-
tion results obtained from calorimetry information re-
stricted to the electron envelope are presented in sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3 while the separation performances
obtained using all available information within the
isolation cone are presented in section 5.4 . In the
context of the actual Hl experiment, different physics
analysis applications may require different combina-
tions of electron estimators exploiting global or de-
tailed shower characteristics. Hence, various sets of
calorimetric estimators are considered as well as com-
binations using the independent information on the
direction of the incident particles.

The LAr modules were installed in a cryostat on the
H6 beam line of the CERN North Area. The layout of
the beam telescope and H1 detector configuration is
shown in Fig. 1 . The beam line was mostly operated in
a tertiary mode [6] with mixed e' and-rr' in the
energy range 10 to 80 GeV produced in a 1 m polyethy-
lene secondary target and transported (Fig . 1 top) over
370 m up to the experimental zone (Fig . 1 bottom). In
this mode, their' beam fraction increases roughly
linearly with energy from about 10 ± 5% at 10 GeV to
70 ± 5% at 80 GeV. The momentum spread controlled
by the aperture of a pair of collimators (coll . 3 and 8 in
Fig. 1) was kept to AP/P< 0.5% . The beam energies
above 80 GeV are achieved by operating in a sec-
ondary mode .

For the data taking, the arrival of a beam particle
was signalled by a coincidence between a pair of scin-
tillators (B r and B2 in Fig. 1 bottom), each having a
thickness of 1.25 cm and a cross-section of 3 x 3 cm2.
The beam halo was rejected by asking for an anti-
coincidence with a veto wall (VM) of scintillator coun-
ters . This together with an additional cut on the maxi-
mal signal in a ring scintillator limited the acceptance
for the beam to a useful area of about -rr x 1.5 2 cm2.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the beam transport (top)
and Hl experimental set-up (bottom) during the CERN test
runs. The small oval symbol marks the end of the vacuum

beam pipe at the beginning of the experimental zone .

Two multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC, ,z ) each
with one horizontal and one vertical anode plane of
wires were used to monitor the beam profile and to
veto upstream showers. All planes had wire-to-wire
spacing of 2 mm. MWPC2 is placed at 1.9 m in front of
the cryostat. The beam spot measured with the MWPC
chambers has a QXQY size varying from - 0.5 cm2 at 10
GeV to - 0.2 cm2 at 80 GeV.

The nature of the incoming particle was determined
by the triggering in coincidence of two Cherenkov
differential counters with achromatic ring focus
(CEDAR) [71 which are well adapted to the above
mentioned energy range in the tertiary mode, with a
low energy operational limit for-rr's around 8 GeV due
to the maximal allowed radiator gas pressure and an
upper limit due to the minimal angular separation
needed for the e and rr Cherenkov rings around 95
GeV. Muons originating mainly from pion decay in
flight were rejected by requiring an anti-coincidence
with a scintillator veto wall (M2) placed behind the
LAr cryostat after an additional 14 nuclear interaction
lengths (.l r ) of material .

More details on the beam detectors and trigger
system can be found in refs. [8,9], where test results of
early prototype modules were presented.

3. Calorimeter modules configurations

J
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The e and -rr single particle data were taken over four
test periods each with a different pair of LAr modules
having the materials, the read-out cell structure and
the segmentation of the final H1 design [1] . Moreover,
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Fig . 2. Schematic representation of the impact directions in
each of the four test configurations as viewed in the r-z
coordinates of half a cylinder of the HI set-up at HERA. The
line segments are drawn from the distance of closest approach

to the z axis towards the calorimeter impact point.

as illustrated in Fig. 2, the impact points and angles
were chosen to correspond to realistic conditions for
similar modules in the full HI set-up . In the three first
periods (i .e . module configurations) an octant of two
neighbouring central or forward barrel wheels, namely
the FBI/FB2, CB3/17131 and CB2/CB3 wheels, were
put into the cryostat . In the fourth period, a quarter of
the inner forward end-cap (IF) was used . As seen in
Fig. 2, the segmentation of the electromagnetic (e.m .)
and hadronic stacks varies from the CB to the IF
wheel. Before penetrating the fiducial volume of the
calorimeter stacks in the CERN set-up, the beam parti-
cles had to travel through 0.24 radiation length (X I) of
inactive material (air and beam detectors) up to
MWPCZ, then 0.32Xo through the cryostat stainless
steel entrance window, and finally through LAr and
LAr-excluder (Rohacell) material ; for a total of about
IX, in the FBI/FB2 configuration, 0.8Xo for
CB3/FB1, 0.7Xo for CB2/CB3 and 1 .5XO for IF . The
main characteristics of the four types of modules which
were hit by the incident beams at CERN are given in
Table 1 . For a given energy and module configuration,
the electron and pion runs were taken at similar im-
pact positions.

4. Signal processing and data sets

The electronic chain for the online treatment of the
LAr pulses is described in detail in refs . [1,4,8] . Offline,
all data are first pre-processed to bring the LAr signals
to an "electromagnetic scale" ; i.e . a scale correspond-
ing to a calibration of both the e.m . and hadronic
sections with electrons . The signal in each cell is cor-
rected for pedestal offset and then converted from
ADC counts to charge using a third order polynomial .
The resulting charge is then corrected to take into
account the cross-talk between calibration lines, lead-
ing typically to a few percent increase of the mean total
charge for an e.m . shower . The charge is further cor-
rected for eventual dead high voltage layers in some of
the modules. Finally a time dependent correction is
introduced to take into account a progressive decrease
of the signal caused by pollution (outgassing from stack
material or leakage from environment) . For that, all
runs of a given period are scaled to a common early
point in time using factors determined by interpolating
between 30 GeV "stability" runs taken under identical
conditions throughout the period . In all cases, these
factors correspond to a decrease of the charge of at
most 2% .

In each period, the charge-to-energy calibration fac-
tors (about 3.6 GeV/pC) are determined first for the
e.m . stacks, using electron data, by comparing the
measured charge to the expected mean energy de-
posited within the fiducial volume of these stacks . The
expected energy deposition is calculated by subtracting
from each nominal incident energy the average losses
in the beam elements and obstacles in front, as esti-
mated by a detailed LEANT Monte Carlo procedure
with very low tracking cuts . These energy dependent
corrections represent at most a 0.5% decrease of the
calibration factors . The calibration factors to bring the
signal in the hadronic section to an electromagnetic

Table 1
Segmentation of the LAr modules. The mean Molière radius Rm , radiation length X� critical energy E, and interaction length A1
are given for the e.m. and hadronic sections . The mean longitudinal and lateral sizes of e.m. and hadronic (first layer) cells and the
total number Ncém (Need ) of e.m . (hadronic) cells in one "octant" (0(b=45°) are given for each module . AL is the thickness of a
layer and S the mean surface of a cell viewed at incidence normal to the front plane of the modules

Module

	

Electromagnetic section

	

Hadronic section
Xo =1 .6 cm, R�, = 3.6 cm,

	

X~ ) = 2.5 cm, Rm - 2.6 cm,
é, = 9.5 MeV, A I = 31 cm

	

éc-21 .4 MeV, d 1 = 21 cm

OL/XI

k=0 k=1 k=2 k=3

/Rm Total
N,'~m

AL/XO
k = 0

V~s /Rm No . of
layers

Total
N,n,

CB2 3.6 8.4 7.6 - 2.4 288 8.0 5.3 4 192
C133 2.7 8.4 8.5 - 1 .4 768 8.0 4.6 4 256
FBI 2.2 5.0 8.4 - 1 .8 576 5.0 5.8 5 240
IF 3.0 5.4 7.2 13 .0 1 .0 = 1300 6.5 3.4 5 320



Table 2
Run configurations and the corresponding datasets . The e's and -rr's are impinging on the module printed in bold-face. The zHx

are the mean z value of the point of closest approach to the beam axis in the H1 coordinates . The impact angles 0 were chosen so
that the modules entry face are orthogonal to the impact direction in the xHr-YHI plane for configurations I to 3. In configuration
4, the entry face is at constant z Hr

HI Calorimeter Group/ Nucl. Instr. and Meth . to Phys. Res A 344 (1994) 492-506
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scale are then deduced by extrapolation using Monte
Carlo simulations to compare electrons starting di-
rectly at the entering plane of the electromagnetic and
hadronic sections . Thus, the hadronic/e .m . ratios of
the scaling factors are fixed to 2.1 for CBH/CBE and
2.0 for FBH/FBE and 1FH/IFE [4] . The e/-rr separa-
tion analysis presented in sections 5 .3 and 5 .4 are
performed at such an electromagnetic scale.

The e or rr events are validated by requiring the
firing of at least six PMs of each of the two upstream
CEDARS and imposing that there be one and only one
hit in each of the MWPC chambers . The validation
requirements ensure at 30 GeV an upper limit on the
zr contamination probability in the e data well below
10-4 as could be checked by an unsuccessful search for
events with abnormally low e.m . fractions (< 10%) in
the e-tagged data (about 50% of the rr's at 30 GeV
would satisfy such a cut) . A similar figure is expected
for the contamination of e's in the rr-triggered data [7] .
In the absence of an explicit cross-check, the -rr-rejec-
tion performances of the H1 LAr calorimeter pre-
sented in the following sections might nevertheless be
considered as lower limits . Finally a minimal threshold
of 1 GeV of total calorimeter energy is applied. This
cut removes about 1% of true pions. The list of the

5.1 . Clustering

datasets considered in the following analysis is given in
Table 2.

5. Analysis and results

We use a simple projective cone algorithm opti-
mized for the measurement of e.m . showers. Taking as
a seed the most energetic e.m . or hadronic cell in an
octant, the group of four hottest contiguous cells (in-
cluding the seed) is formed . A 6.5° cone is then opened
around an axis passing through their common energy
weighted centroid and the H1 equivalent vertex zH,',
starting from a distance of 1 m from the energy cen-
troid (see Fig. 3) . All cells having a geometrical cen-
troid within this cone and an energy above n,on'o�e are
kept as members of the cluster, where n� is a constant
of order 1 and Q~'o,se is the energy equivalent of the
rms electronic noise fluctuations in channel (cell) i
measured in randomly triggered events . This noise
corresponds typically (e.g . on average for CB3 cells) to
20 MeV (40 MeV) for e.m . (hadronic) cells and de-
pends linearly on the cell volume .

Configuration Module zHx (cm) 0 E(GeV) N~ N,r

1 FBI/FB2 1.8 34 .3° 30 11197 38579
80 1775 1445

166 - 1000 -

2 CB3/FBI 2.2 53 .5° 5 -3000 -
10 13254 2838
20 5957 12997
30 19360 20499
40,50 - 3500 -
80 - 7000 -

3 CB2/CB3 -21.6 79.0° 10 3974 2020
20 3788 4914
30 1892 3204
50 - 2500 -

3 CB2/CB3 24 .2 79 .0° 10 3955 1786
20 4371 3746
30 10102 15754
50,80 - 2500 -

4 IF -34.1 10 .1° 10 1313 1290
15 -2000 -
20 1192 1498
30 2459 1490
50, 166 -3000 -
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5.2 . Resolutions and linearity
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.e-
i

Fig . 3. Ingredients of the projective cone algorithm . The 6.5°
cone contains the e.m . shower envelope and is surrounded by
a 15 .0° isolation cone which would essentially contain a

hadronic shower .

The 6.5 ° cluster cone contains what we define as the
electromagnetic shower envelope which comprises the
e.m . cells and the ones of the first hadronic layer. Its
opening angle was optimized for electron linearity and
resolution performances (see next section). For e/-rr
separation studies, we furthermore consider the leak-
age in an isolation cone starting at zHI with a 15 .0°
opening angle around the same principal axis as for the
cluster cone . Except if mentioned otherwise, all e/ , rr
separation studies are done with an underlying noise
cut (in units of o-�me) of no = 2.5 .

The opening angle AO of the clustering cone and
the level nQ of the noise suppression cuts have to be
adjusted to ensure an optimal linearity with stable
resolution performances . In the present case, given the
quality requirements for deep inelastic scattering
physics at the HERA collider, a deviation from linear-
ity inferior to 1% is desired over the energy range from
5 to 166 GeV covered by the CERN test data .

The mean collected charge per unit energy mea-
sured inside the e.m . shower envelope with the CB3
module of configuration 2 (zCB3) is plotted as a func-
tion of incident energy in Fig. 4 (top) for noise cuts
varying from nQ= 1 .0 to nQ =4.0 (note the enlarged
scale on the y axis). Given the asymmetric noise cut
used in this analysis, the electronic noise adds on
average in each channel layer a positive offset to the
physics induced charge and plays an important role
towards lower energies . For low noise cuts (e .g . n� =
1.0) an increasing excess of noise is kept with decreas-
ing energy while on the contrary we suppress an in-

creasing fraction of physics induced signal for a high
noise cut (e .g . no = 4.0) .

The calibration factors are found to be only slightly
dependent on the opening of the cluster cone for a cut
1 .5 < n Q <_ 2.5 and for opening angles 5 .0° 5 AO < 7.0° .
The deviations from linearity for a 6.5° cone in the
no = 1.5 case are shown for all module configurations
in Fig. 4 (bottom) . In all cases, a deviation from linear-
ity inferior to ±1% is achieved . It should be noted
however that this excellent linearity partly results from
a delicate cancellation between the loss in physical
signal and the contribution of the noise within the
fixed e.m . cluster envelope used here . Another ap-
proach using symmetric noise cuts and Monte Carlo
extrapolations will be presented in a separate paper [3]
where an absolute comparison of the electron calibra-
tion factors obtained for the various LAr modules will
be discussed.

The energy resolutions achievable within the e.m .
envelope of the clustering cone for a 6.5° cone and a
nU = 1.5 noise cut applied on individual cells are ob-
tained from Gaussian fits of the total energy distribu-
tions. The fits are performed on an asymmetric domain
[(Q) -1.5o-m,, (Q) + 3o,,ms] in order to be insensitive
to low energy tails in electron data which are specific
to the actual test data and are due to straggling in the
dead materials along the beam line upstream from the
calorimeter modules. These low energy tails are essen-
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tially independent of the energy and the test period
and about 1 .7% of the electrons are found below
(Q) - 3Qrms (about 2.9% below (Q) - 3QOa�ys ) . The
X2 per degree of freedom of the Gaussian fits are in all
cases excellent and vary between - 0.5 and - 1 .5 with
no systematic trend versus energy .

The measured resolutions obtained from electron
data in each configuration in the energy range from 5
to 166 GeV was fitted with a function :

a(Q)

	

cl

	

C2

	

1/c;+ e 2 E + C2E2
Q

	

=
E

®
~E

® C3 =

	

E

	

(1)

where c2 represents the contribution from sampling
fluctuations, c l the noise term and c3 accounts for
systematics and for the dispersion of the incident beam
momenta.

The fits are illustrated in Fig. 5 in a Q/E vs . 1/
plot for four modules in the three test configurations
where we have data below 30 GeV. The values of the
parameters c I , c2 and c3 obtained for each module are
given in Table 3. The cases where we have the largest
number of data points, namely 2C133 and IF, were first
fitted using the function (1) and three free parameters .
The weighted mean average of c3 was then imposed
for the fits of CB2 and 3CB3 data. Finally, ct and c3
were imposed when fitting the FB1 data where we
considered only three data points . The CB (and FB)
data sets give mutually consistent results for each con-
tribution to the energy resolution . We typically obtain
a sampling contribution of 11% X GeV and we are
left, at infinite energies, with a constant term of 0.5%
which is comparable to the incident beam momentum
spread . A larger value of the sampling term c2 is
observed for the IF data which suffered from an addi-

- Modules :
CB3-2 -------

- A CB2
0 CB3-3

C O IF

	

-------

0.4 1
/,/E

0.5

Fig. 5. Fractional charge resolution QQ/Q (-o-E/E) vs .
1/C for electron energies in the range 5 to 166 GeV for
four LÀr modules. The data are fitted to the resolution

function (1) (see text) .
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Table 3
Results of the resolution function fits . Contributions of the
noise term cI , the sampling term c2 and the "constant term"
c3 as well as the X2 per degree of freedom of the fits . All
entries having quoted errors were left as free parameters in
the fitting procedure

tional 0.7-0.8Xo of dead material in front compared to
the CB data.

5.3. Electron preselection within an e.m . shower envelope

We first study the e/, rr separation performances
achievable within the (smallest) optimal volume for
electromagnetic shower measurements . Hence we only
consider the information from the electron shower
envelope within the 6.5° cluster cone . Here we restrict
to the cells in the e.m . section of that envelope neglect-
ing the small leakage of electromagnetic showers in the
hadronic section mostly due to weakly attenuated pho-
tons (< 1 % on average for 30 GeV electrons in all
configurations) . Moreover, we do not assume, for the
moment, that we have access to a priori information on
incident momentum and impact point that could be
provided by a tracking detector . These restrictions are
motivated by applications in reconstruction algorithms
which are often performed on a detector-by-detector
basis and where an early (fast) independent tagging of
potential electron candidates is desired.

5.3 .1 . Minimal requirements
We start by applying a set of minimal requirements

on the electron and pion data which will be maintained
throughout the analysis within the e .m . shower enve-
lope . We ask for at least one firing cell in the first layer
(k =0) of the e.m . section (i .e . Ek=o/Eem 0 0) and at
least one additional cell in the e.m . section within the
cluster cone (i.e . Ek =o/E,�, * 1) . Moreover, in order to
get rid of pions punching through the e.m . section, we
require that the total energy measured in the e.m .
section of the cluster cone satisfies Eer� >- 1 GeV. Both
requirements are satisfied by 100% of the electrons in
all module configurations and for all incident energies
considered . They lead, e.g . at 30 GeV, to rr-rejection
factors of Re/m = 1.7 (FBI), 1.9 ( 2 CB3), 2.9 (CB2), 2.1
(3CB3) and 1.7 (IF), where Re/ , R is defined as the ratio
Re/ ~=Ee/E R of the electron detection efficiency Ee

Stack X2
CI

(MeV)
C2

(% GeV)
C3

(%)

FBI 2.6 183 11 .6+0 .3 0.47
2 CB3 017 188+15 10.8+0 .3 0.51+_0 .09
CB2 1.07 163±24 10.8±0 .2 0.47
3CB3 0.43 163±21 11 .0±0 .2 0.47
IFE 1.69 234+35 12.1+0 .4 0.16+0.24
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over the probability e� to misidentify a pion as an
electron . These factors vary linearly with incident Tr
energy with a slope depending on the module configu-
ration . They improve slightly towards lower incident
energies reaching for instance at 10 GeV, 3.2 (CB2),
2.7 (3CB3) and 1 .8 (IF) .

5.3.2. Global estimators
Within the volume defined by the electron shower

envelope, we are interested in peculiarities of the e.m .
showers. The ones which distinguish them best from
hadronic showers are an early start characteristic of
the X� scale for electron energy losses by brems-
strahlung and a compact hot core . Hence we can
define simple preselection estimators based on the
fraction of the e.m. energy which is deposited in the
first e .m . layer (Ek- �/Eem) and the fraction of the
energy contained in the "hot" core of the most ener-
getic e.m . group of N contiguous cells which include
the hottest cell (EhotN/Eem). The N cells forming the
core are allowed to belong to any of the first two e.m .
layers (k = 0 or 1) for the CB2, CB3 and FBI modules
or to any of the first three layers (k = 0, 1 or 2) for the
IF module . This ensures in each case that the "core"
contains the maxima of e.m . showers and remains
safely below IA, in depth for hadronic showers. The
optimal numbers N of cells in the core were chosen in
each configuration to optimize the e/-rr separation and
to contain a similar mean fraction of the energy of an
e.m . shower. We use N = 4 for CB2, 8 for CB3 and
FBI, and 12 for IF such that Ehot,/Eem = 85-90% for
30 GeV electrons (90-95% for 10 GeV electrons) .
Typical event densities for these estimators are shown
in Figs . 6a and 6b for similar initial e and -rr popula-
tions at 30 GeV (Z CB3) . The distributions are obtained
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for e's (opened) and ar's
(hatched) at 30 GeV m CB3 Correlation plots for these two

estimators are shown in (c) for e and 0 for ir .

after imposing the set of minimal requirements of
section 5.3.1 . Figs . 6e and 6d show correlation plots for
electrons and pions respectively .

To calculate rejection factors, the estimators are
combined on event-by-event via x = (in E, -,,/E,,,,
EhotN/Eem) into a XZ-like estimator making use of the
full covariance matrix :

=(X - X)
TC I

(X
-x)

Y-(x,-x,)C,J,(x]_X,),

	

(2)
1.i

where x, as well as the dispersions and correlations
entering the calculation of the covariance matrix C are
obtained from electron data and parametrized with
energy . From this 62 estimator, we obtain -rr-rejection
factors (for a rr of a certain incident energy to be
misidentified as an electron at any measured energy)
which are largely independent of incident energy in the
10 to 80 GeV range. We find for 30 GeV pions at
Ee = 99% that Re~~ = 8.0 (FBI), 7.5 ( Z CB3), 7.7 (CB2),
10 .5 (3CB3) and 25 .4 (IF) . The best rejection factors
are obtained for IF which is the most finely segmented
module and for which on event-by-event, the N= 12
cells of the Eh,,t,/Eem better match the true core of
the e.m . showers.

5.3.3 . Longitudinal shower shape
Given an approximate shower direction (taken for

the moment as the cluster cone axis passing through a
mean HI equivalent vertex), we can make use of the a
priori knowledge on the expected longitudinal shower
shape under the electron hypothesis . In practice, this
amounts, given a shower energy E measured in the
e.m . envelope and distributed among cell layers, to
calculate iteratively the parameters of a function de-
scribing the dE/dl shower shape and compare the
obtained values with those expected for electrons at an
incident energy of E,n = E .
When integrating over coarse enough layers, i.e .

AL >> 1X0 , the mean longitudinal development of an
e.m . shower is well described by the Longo-Sestili
empirical formula [10] :

-E

	

ßa
11

	

l"-' e_

	

-131,
dl

	

mc h(

	

)
where l is the shower depth in units of X, and a and
/3 are energy dependent free parameters . This is seen
for example in Fig. 7 for which the profile formula (3)
(integrated over each layer) was fitted, using a = I /a
and b =ß/a as free parameters, to the average ener-
gies measured in the three e.m . layers of 3CB3 for
electrons of E�, e = 10, 20 and 30 GeV. We obtain
consistent values of the fit parameters at a given en-
ergy for different modules and impact angles . Averag-
ing out the fit values (compatible within errors) found
for

	

2C133 and 3CB3, we obtain for example that a =



and

(	2.38 )
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Fig . 7 . Fits of the mean longitudinal shower energy density
(per X,f unit) profiles measured in the three e .m . layers of the

3CB3 module for e at 10, 20 and 30 GeV.

1/a = 0.263, 0.243, 0.232 (±0.001) and b =ß/a =
0.134, 0.122, 0.116 (±0.001) for electrons of 10, 20 and
30 GeV respectively. This is in excellent
with the empirical formulae [11] of

agreement

which were derived from a detailed GEANT simula-
tion and for which the critical energy E, was given in
Table 1 and the effective Z of the media in the e.m .
section is Zeff = 66.8 . Such formulae are used for the
parametrization of e.m . showers in the fast simulation
programs of H1 .
The parameters a and b are related in a simple way

to the first and second order moments of-the shower :

Eqs. (3) and (6) can be used as a basis for an iterative
procedure to determine a and b on an event-by-event
basis. We use the energy weighted first (m = 1) and
second (m = 2) moments calculated over 3 layers (4 in
the case of IFE data) as (lm) =(Ek-tEklk)/yk-tEk'
At first iteration, the depth l k is given by the geometri-
cal centroid of layer k ; a and b are then deduced from
Eq . (6) and put into Eq. (3) . In subsequent iterations,
IT are evaluated taking into account the distribution of
energy within layer k according to this shower profile
shape, i.e .

Updated values of a and b are calculated from the
resulting shower moments using Eq, (6) and these
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Fig. 8. (a,b) Event densities for the parameters a and b of the
longitudinal shower shape for e's (opened) and rr's (hatched).
The e distributions are fitted to Gaussian functions . Correla
tion plots for these two parameters are shown in (c) for e and

in (d) for Tr .

parameters are in turn put back into Eq . (3), and so on .
After three iterations we obtain stable values of a and
b (this is strictly true for electrons while for pions the
procedure converges about half of the time). These are
largely uncorrelated and Gaussian distributed for e.m .
showers but rather flat for hadronic showers as seen in
Figs . 8a and 8b . We can then build an estimator
Xaa b = (a - a0)2/o-á + (b - bo)2/o-t2 by making use of
the a priori knowledge of the mean a and b values and
their dispersions as parametrized with energy using
electron data . From that shower shape estimator, we
obtain (Fig. 9a) similar rejection factors in all configu-
rations, with values in the range R.I. - 5.5 to 7.5 at
E e = 99% for energies in the range 10 to 30 GeV. The
obtainable 1T-rejection further improves when rising
the noise cut. This is seen for example in Fig. 9b in the
case 3CB3 where Rear improves from - 6.3 at n,, = 2.5
to 10 .6, 9.2 and 8.2 for E,nc = 10, 20 and 30 GeV
respectively at n, = 8. The a and b parameters for Tr's

10
8
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4
2

0 .02 HimnVL t ~b
o--, _, ~ ,

10 20 30 2 4 6 8 10Einc [GeV]

	

nQ cut
Fig. 9 . Rejection factors R,1 , for E, = 99% obtained with the
Xó6 estimator (a) vs . energy for all module configurations and

(b) vs . the noise cut for CB3 in configuration 3.
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Fig. 10 . (a) Distribution of the energies measured in the e.m. shower envelope (dotted), the cluster cone (dashed) and the isolation
cone (solid) for 30 GeV rr' and (b) hadronic opaqueness for 10, 20 and 30 GeV Tr+, in 2 CB3 data .

are sensitive to the rise of the noise cut which mostly
truncates peripheral cells in their shower expansion
while the process leaves e shower parameters unaf-
fected. Hence the X 2 allows for (noise-dependent)
7r-rejection factors comparable to those obtained with
the global estimators of section 5.3.2 .

5.3.4. Hadronie opaqueness
The energy measurement restricted to the smallest

volume containing the e.m. shower is optimal for per-
forming e/,rr separation by the matching with an inde-
pendent momentum estimator provided by a tracking
detector . As can be seen for instance in Fig. 10a for 30
GeVpions at the e.m . calibration scale, the e.m . shower
envelope is largely transparent to hadrons.
We define a measure of the non-transparency

(opaqueness) as the probability that the fraction of the
, rr incident energy Emc recovered in the e.m . section
within the 6.5° cone be above a threshold fraction
Ee�,/Einc . This measure of the pion suppression power
is shown in Fig. 10b for 10, 20 and 30 GeV pions
impinging on CB3. The LAr e.m . section (hence the
electron envelope) is seen to be almost as transparent
at 10 GeV than at higher "rr energies. This can be
understood given the fact that the fraction of the
incident-rr' energy transferred to ir 0's by the chain of
inelastic interactions in the shower increases (logarith-
mically) with energy while the interaction length stays
rather constant in the energy range considered .

5.4. Electron identification within the isolation cone

We now consider the electron identification perfor-
mances using calorimetric information from the full
isolation cone . This is particularly relevant in the con-
text of H1 at HERA where the physics imposes the
application of an isolation criterion for the scattered
electron from deep inelastic collisions .

5.4.1 . Global properties and longitudinal sampling
In the full isolation cone, we consider four preselec-

tors . We again make use of the simple global proper-

ties introduced in section 5.3 .2, namely the fraction of
e.m. energy deposited in the first e.m . layer (Ek-,,/Eem)
and the fraction contained in the hot core of the most
energetic e.m . group of N contiguous cells (EhotN/
Eem) . These can now be complemented by a powerful
estimator relying on the longitudinal leakage of -rr
showers in the hadronic section (Eem/E,o,) and by the
fraction of energy leaking out transversely from the
clustering cone within the "isolation" cone ((E,So -
Etot)/Eton) ; both of these being normalized to the total
energy Et., in the full 6.5° clustering cone (i .e . includ-
ing cells of the hadronic sections). Typical event densi-
ties for these last two preselectors relying on properties
of the hadronic shower expansion are shown in Figs .
Ila and llb. It should be noted that for -rr showers
with large values of Eem/E, t , this e.m . fraction is only
weakly correlated with EhotN/Eem*

It is interesting to study how the e.m . fraction
estimator Eem/E,ot can be, by itself, optimized by
adjusting the thickness (in X0 or A,) of the e.m .
section. For that, we can profit from the longitudinal
segmentation of the modules and particle penetration
angles in order to vary the effective "e.m . section"
length L over which Eem is integrated (notwithstand-
ing the fact that the cell layer planes are actually not

c
0.s

0.6

04

0 .2

0 .5 1 00 0 .2 0.4
Eem/Etot (Eiso-Etot)/Etot

Fig . 11 . Event density distributions for e's (opened) and-rr's
(hatched) at 30 GeV in 3CB3 for the estimators : (a) Eem /E ��

and (b) (E�_ - E,< �)/ E�) , .
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Fig . 12. -rr-rejection factors from longitudinal sampling vs . the
e.m . section length L obtained at E,,e = 10, 20 and 30 GeV

for Ee = 95% .

perpendicular to the impact directions) . The rejection
factors obtained at fixed Ee as a function of L are
shown at 10, 20 and 30 GeV in Fig. 12 which cumulates
the data of the various configurations . The optimal L
can be seen to slightly increase with energy with a
maximum around L =A, . The worse rejections are
obtained for L = 6Xo , i.e . with an e.m . section ending
around the e .m . shower maximum.

In order to calculate the rejection factors provided
by a combination of parallel cuts on the four preselec-
tion estimators introduced above, we take into account
the energy dependence of the cuts . This is necessary
because we are here again interested in the rejection
power for a -rr of a certain energy to be misidentified as
an electron of any measured energy . The rejection
factors obtained as a function of incident rr energy
from a combination of global properties within the
isolation cone are shown in Fig. 13a. A simple combi-
nation of energy dependent cuts on Ek -o/Eem ,
EhotN/Eem Eem/Etot and (E,So - Etot)/Etot glues re-
jections rising from 0.5 to 1 .1 X 10 2 at 10 GeV up to
0.9 to 3.1 X 10 2 at 30 GeV for Ee = 97%. Comparable
results are obtained when first combiningWE,-o/Etot)
and EhotN/Eem in a ~2-like estimator as in Eq . (2)
(section 5.3 .2) . As trivially expected, the Tr's surviving

d 300

W

,200

100

50 1

the preselection cuts have a measured energy ap-
proaching that of electrons of the same incident en-
ergy . This can be seen in Fig. 13b.

5.4 .2. Impact point matching
The impact point of an incident particle can be

reconstructed along the axis passing through a vertex
and the geometrical centroid of the calorimeter cluster,
which we calculate here as the weighted sum u =
(Ecellsu, E, )/cells E, with u = (x, y, z) taking into
account the energy shared among all cluster cells. For
a single particle this point should match with the
expected impact provided by an independent tracking
detector . This impact point matching, which is gener-
ally limited by the quality of the position resolution for
e.m . showers, is a powerful method to suppress overlap
(e .g . yrrr±) contamination in single particle tagging.
The position resolution of our various HI LArmodules
can be derived from CERN data by comparison with
the impact point provided by the MWPCs.

From the last MWPC which provides an impact
resolution of o-=2 mm/ 12 in both horizontal (x,)
and vertical (y l) directions, the beam particles have
essentially parallel trajectories and, hence, the constant
impact angles given in Table 2 in the H1 coordinates .
A displacement in (x,, y,) can be translated on event-
by-event into a displacement of the Hl equivalent
vertex (i .e . the point at the distance of closest approach
to the ZH1 axis) from the mean values given in Table 2.
The 0 and (h angles sustained by the geometrical
centroids of the clusters viewed from such vertices can
then be compared to the nominal impact angles . The
deviations are shown for example in Figs . 14a and 14b
as a function of the MWPC coordinates of impact for
30 GeV e in 3CB3. The systematic trends and extrema
(e .g . in Fig. 14b) are due to the finite cell sizes and
non-projectivity of their lateral boundaries . For this
and for other configurations the dependence of the
mean deviations on the impact can be simply
parametrized and factored out. The remaining angular
dispersions in 0 and 0 are Gaussian distributed as

2 0010

	

5 10 15 20
Emc [GeV]

	

Etot [GeV]

Fig . 13 . (a) -7r-rejection factors from simple energy dependent cuts on four preselectors (see text) for all configurations and energies
at ee =97%. (b) The initial energy distribution (within the cluster cone) of pions (hatched) shrinks after preselection (dark X25)

approaching the electron one (opened X 0.2).
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Fig. 14 . Deviations of the reconstructed angles (a) 0 and (b) (~
from the nominal values as a function of the MWPC impact
point; and angular dispersions from mean values in (c) 0 and

(d) ¢ fitted to Gaussian functions, for

	

3C133 data .

shown for example in Figs . 14c and 14d for the

	

3C133
data .

The variation with incident energy of the spatial
resolutions along 0, ud = D tan od , and 0, c.h =
R tan am , are plotted in Figs . 15a and 15b respectively .
D and R are the mean distances and radii (see caption
of Fig. 15) from the vertices to the modules front faces.
These resolutions are seen to nicely scale in proportion
to I /in E and are found on average to vary from
o,(u q) = 0.37 to 0.21 cm, and o,(U,) = 0.40 to 0.23 cm
for energies ranging from 10 to 80 GeV. It should be
noted that the incident beam profile here only scans a
small fraction of a typical cell surface and that the
spatial resolution for a given module depends on the
impact point (as may be inferred for instance from the
varying slope in Fig. 14b) . Hence the differences be-
tween configurations in Fig. 15 cannot be generalized

0.4
âa
g 0 .3

0 .2

0 .3 0 .4 0.5 0 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0.5
1/In Einc

	

I/In Einc
Fig. 15 . Spatial resolutions (a) D tan Qe and (b) R tan rim as a
function of 1/In E�, e . The distances D are 178.2 (FBI), 124.9
(ZCB3), 102.3 (CB2, 3CB3) and 331 .2 cm (IF) . The radii R are

59.0 cm (IF) and 100.4 cm in all other cases.
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Fig . 16 . Impact reconstruction m azimuthal (0) and radial (,h)
angles of (a) e's and (b) rr's at 30 GeV in 3CB3. (c) Frequency
distributions for the distance deviation AiP relative to the

impact axis for e's (opened) and for -rr's (hatched) .

as representing average performances of the corre-
sponding modules.

Besides the application in overlap separation, the
precision on the impact point reconstruction allows for
a separation of single electrons and pions as was noted
in ref. [12] . This has to do both with the differences in
the scale of the lateral dispersions and with the fact
that energy deposition in hadronic showers is less uni-
formly spread around the principal axis . The 0 versus
0 angular dispersions are shown for example in Figs .
16a and 16b for 30 GeV e's and-rr's in the 3CB3 and
the resulting deviation 0q, = ((AU0)` + (At,(h)=)11` from
the nominal impact is shown in Fig. 16c. This AO can
be used as an estimator for the e/ ,rr separation but its
power diminishes as soon as one imposes in parallel a
large e.m . fraction of energy fem in the -rr showers via
preselection requirements . Since the fraction fem of
the rr shower energy which is deposited via Tr ° compo-
nents increases on average logarithmically with energy,
we expect 0O In E,nc to scale linearly with f m and to
be roughly independent of E� ,e at a given fem . This is
seen to be the case in Fig. 17a where the ratio E,./E,,,,
is used as an estimate of fem . The angular dispersion
approaches that of electrons at large values of that
ratio.

The gain in rejection factors when applying a cut on
this angular dispersion AO on top of the requirement
on the e.m . fraction E,_/Eton is shown in Fig. 17b as a
function of a threshold cut on Eem/E,Ot . An improve-
ment of the -rr-rejection of - 1 .6 is even obtainable for
Eem/Erot > 0.75 .

5.4.3. Separation from a minimal spanning tree
A measure of the topological characteristics of e.m .

and hadronic showers can be derived from a minimal
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Fig . 19 . (a) Ratio fe(d')lf*(d') of the frequency of links of
three different classes i for e and rr, as a function of the total
number of links for a noise cut no = 7.5; (b) distribution of
the "electromagneticity parameter" a for e's (opened) and

,rr's (hatched) at 30 GeV in ZCB3 .

Nlmks' The e over -rr ratio f,'/f' of frequencies is
shown for each bin as a function of Nlmks in Fig. 19a.
This information can be used on event-by-event basis
to define a function

2

F(a ) = Y_ [(f' - LafelNlmks)
r=1

/	z
+(I - a )fr( Nlmks)I ) /07e( Nlmks)] (10)

that can be minimized as a function of a . Setting
a = 1, this reduces to the calculation of a X 2-like
estimator (with 2 degrees of freedom) which performs
the comparison of the measured f' to those expected
for electrons . The event densities for the a which
minimizes the function F(a) of Eq . (10) (an exactly
solvable problem) is shown for 30 GeV 2C133 data in
Fig. 19b. These compare very well with similar plots in
ref. [131 and a combined cut on X2 and a typically lead
to rr-misidentification probabilities at the few percent
level for Ee = 97%. In that respect, the MST method

.,rrrl,..+.á'auhn;ulen~ln... ..
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does not favorably compete with the combination of
preselection estimators introduced in section 5.4 .1 .

5.4 .4. Shower moments and combined rejection factors
The fine granularity of the H1 LAr calorimeter

offers the possibility to use both the longitudinal and
lateral shower moments together with their correla-
tions . We consider the first and second order moments
calculated relative to the shower principal axis starting
from its intersection with the entry plane of the
calorimeter active volume . The moments are elements
of the vector x:

x(1) _ (1),

x(2)=v/(l2)-(1)2,

x(3) = (r)>

x (4) = V(r2) - (r)2

x(5) = (rl) - (r)(1),

where (Pr') = (l/p)Y-cell sPr lnrim with the energy den-
sities p, = (E,/V,) and p = E~Ilsp, . The event density
distributions for these moments are shown in Fig. 20
for 30 GeV e and-rr's of the 2C133 period . They are
roughly Gaussian for electrons . The much larger spread
of the -rr distributions reflects the differences between
the electromagnetic (X0 and R�,) and hadronic (A I)
scales . Weighting by energy densities (instead of en-
ergy) renders the moments less sensitive to noise and
enhances the relative contribution of the first e.m .
layers . Distributions similar to those of Fig. 20 are
obtained with energy weighting when rising the noise
cut from the default n o = 2.5 to n, = 7.5 .

For the determination of rr-rejection factors, we
consider a combination of the cuts on the preselection
estimators introduced in section 5 .4 .1 with a e2 exploit-
ing the full 5 X 5 covariance matrix of shower mo-
ments, following the recipe described in Eq . (2) . Simi-

0.08
5 7.5 006(r> [c-] .

~ 0.04
0.02

0 ~JIl1111k':llndri111J..^' ..W~!!!!!
0 10 20

Cov(r,l) [cmz1

2.5

Fig . 20 . Shower moment distributions for e's (opened) and rr's (hatched) measured with the ZCB3 module at 30 GeV .
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lar ~2 estimators, but relying on huge matrices involv-
ing as many elements as calorimeter cells, were intro-
duced for e/Tr discrimination by refs . [14,15] and used
by the DO Collaboration for their uranium/LAr
calorimeter [16] . The averages and dispersions of the
shower moments as well as all other ingredients of the
covariance matrix must first be parametrized as a func-
tion of electron energy . Obviously, the cuts relevant for
an incident -rr of a certain measured energy E" are
those of an electron of incident energy E �, e = En . All
parameters are found to vary slowly with energy and
can be parametrized as a linear function of In Eo e .
After preselection, the correlations between "pure"
longitudinal (i .e . x(1) or x(2)) and "pure" transversal
(i .e . x(3) or x(4)) components of x are rather weak
with linear correlation coefficients within ±0.2 . Apply-
ing a Pearson's test to the density distribution of the 62

estimator for electrons, we find as expected that it is
compatible with a X2 distribution with - 5 (i .e . the
rank of the covariance matrix) degrees of freedom.

The variation of the -rr-rejection factors as function
of the Ee are shown in Fig. 21a for 10, 20 and 30 GeV
, rr's in 2CB3. The rejection factors finally obtained at
Ee = 95% for the full combination preselection plus
shower moments estimators are shown in Fig. 21b. The
rejections obtained, which rise from _ 102 at 10 GeV
to _ 10; at 80 GeV, are compatible with those ob-
tained by DO [16] and, for equivalent cell granularity,
by Engelmann et al . [15] . Similar shower moment anal-
ysis of some of the H1 CERN data sets were discussed
in refs . [5,11,17] reproducing with good agreement the
results presented here . The -rr-rejection that would be
obtained in absence of any transversal segmentation of
our modules can be studied here by using only the
longitudinal preselectors (i .e . Ek-(,/Eem and Eem/Ewr)
and the first two elements of the vector x. The results
are also shown in Fig. 21b. The rejection factors ob-
tained are remarkably stable for the various configura-
tions and vary smoothly with -rr incident energy . The IF
module is slightly disfavoured here by the thickness of
the first e.m . layer and the length (about
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Fig. 21 . (a) ee vs . R . I . for three energies in the 2CB3 module . (b) Rep � at e e = 95% as a function of Tr incident energy, obtained
by combining preselection and the 62 of the shower moments for all configurations (full symbols) . The open symbols show Rep,

obtained using only longitudinal estimators . The data of each module configuration are fitted to a straight line .

including dead materials in front) of the e.m. section.
By comparing to the full combination, the transversal
segmentation and the measurement of the transverse
leakage of energy outside the cluster cone are seen to
bring an improvement of - 4 (e .g . for FBI) to - 10
(e .g. for IF) of the -rr-rejection .

The-rr's surviving the combined preselection and
shower moments rejection at a given Ee, are strongly
peaked toward their nominal incident energy, as was
already seen after preselection in Fig. 13b. That is to
say that, as expected, it is much more difficult using
pure calorimetric estimators to distinguish-rr's from e's
when E n/E,nc = 1. Nevertheless, the -rr-rejection can
be further improved, especially towards low energy, if
the information on incident particle momenta is pro-
vided independently by a tracking detector. This was
studied indirectly for the FBI data in ref . [18] by
introducing the measured total energy density p as an
additional element of x assuming that its strong de-
pendence on incident momenta could be parametrized .
This together with a full likelihood analysis comparing
estimators of 30 GeV incident-rr's only to those ex-
pected for 30 GeV e's (independently of the measured
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Fig. 22 . Contamination probability ME' < E,,,) for a 7r of
energy E, nc to be misidentified as an e with energy below
Ecu� as a function of E, /E �,c for ZCB3 data at 10, 20 and

30 GeV.
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Tr energy) gave rejection factors well above 103 at

Ee = 95%.
For various physics applications, one is interested

not only in the rr-rejection for a rr of a given energy to
be accepted (i .e . misidentified) as an e at any mea-
sured energy as calculated in Fig. 21b, but also at the
resulting Tr contamination as a function of the mea-
sured energy . The evolution with measured energy of
the remaining rr contamination is very similar for the
various data sets, and shown for example in Fig. 22 for
2CB3 data at 10, 20 and 30 GeV. The1r-
misidentifica-tion probability falls below 10 -4 for E'/E,ne < 0.7
above 20 GeV. Beyond that, the essentially indistin-
guishable contamination of charge exchange reactions
,rr+ n to Tr o

p occurring in the first (k = 0) e.m . layer
starts to contribute significantly.

6. Conclusions

A study in H1 LAr calorimeter modules of electron
energy measurements in the range 5 to 166 GeV, and

electron identification in the energy range 10 to 80
GeV was presented.

Within an e.m . clustering envelope adapted to the
characteristic size of electromagnetic showers, elec-
trons are found to be measured with a fractional sam-
pling resolution of o-EIE= II%/vT_ and -rr-misidenti-
fication is suppressed to the - 10-1 level (at Ee = 99%)
by the requirements of an early shower start, the
presence of a dense energetic core or a proper longitu-

dinal profile shape.

This contamination is further reduced by exploiting
the hadronic shower leakage out of the electron enve-

lope . In an isolation cone adapted to the characteristic

size of hadronic showers, a combination of preselection

requirements, such as a large energy deposition in the

e.m . section of the modules, leaves a -rr-misidentifica-

tion at the < 10-2 level (for Ee = 97%) . A rr-misidenti-

fication at the ^ 10 -2 level (se = 97%) is obtained

with a Minimal Spanning Tree algorithm. A full combi-
nation of first and second longitudinal and transversal
shower moments on top of the preselection require-
ments diminishes further the probability for, e.g ., 30
GeV pions to be misidentified as electrons of any

measured energy to - 2 - 5 X 10-3 (Ee = 95%) . This

probability falls to < 10-4 for rr's of energy E�,e to be

misidentified as electrons at measured energy E < 0.7

Em, .
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